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Smoke,
Vampires, and
Mirrors (Sasha
Urban Series:
Book 7)
Acadian
Publishing

Limited
“This
heartfelt, witty
addition to
women’s
ﬁction will
appeal to fans
of Elizabeth
Berg and Anna
Quindlen.”

(Booklist)
Georgia Waltz
has things
many people
only dream of:
a plush
Manhattan
apartment
overlooking
Central Park, a
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Hamptons
beach house,
valuable
jewels and art,
two bright
daughters,
and a husband
she adores,
even after
decades of
marriage. It’s
only when Ben
suddenly
drops dead
from a
massive
coronary while
training for
the New York
City Marathon
that Georgia
discovers her
husband—a
successful
lawyer—has
left them
nearly
penniless.
Their
wonderland
was built on
lies. As the

family
attorney
scours
emptied bank
accounts,
Georgia must
not only look
for a way to
support her
family, she
needs to face
the revelation
that Ben was
not the
perfect
husband he
appeared to
be, just as her
daughters—no
w ensconced
back at home
with secrets of
their
own—have to
accept that
they may not
be returning
to their lives
in Paris and at
Stanford
subsidized by
the Bank of
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Mom and Dad.
As she
uncovers
hidden
resilience,
Georgia’s
sudden midlife
shift forces
her to
consider who
she is and
what she truly
values. That
Georgia may
also ﬁnd new
love in the
land of Spanx
and stretch
marks
surprises
everyone—mo
st of all, her.
Sally Koslow’s
fourth novel is
deftly told
through the
alternating
viewpoints of
her
remarkable
female
protagonists
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as they plumb
for the grit
required to
reinvent their
lives.
Inspiring,
funny, and
deeply
satisfying, The
Widow Waltz
explores in a
profound way
the bonds
between
mothers and
daughters,
belligerent
siblings,
skittish lovers,
and bitter
rivals as they
discover the
power of
forgiveness,
and healing,
all while
asking, “What
is family,
really?”
Murder in
Retribution
Storm

4

A pledge to
protect… That
will be tested
at the altar!
After tragedy
strikes,
Daniela Avelar
steps up as
CEO to her
brother’s
global yacht
empire. But to
prevent
corporate
mutiny, she
needs the
help of his
business
partner,
Valerio
Marchesi.
Little does
Daniela know
that Valerio
has already
sworn to keep
her safe. And
when the
tycoon
discovers
she’s in grave
danger, he

insists she
become his
bride! He’ll
risk the
unavoidable
chemistry that
sparks every
time they lock
eyes. Because
this
engagement
of
convenience is
anything but…
It’s a red-hot
ﬁre burning
out of control!
The Bad Boy
Series
Collection
L.D. Hall
In the
tradition of
Trisha Ashley
and Jenny
Colgan, this
ﬁrst book in a
new series by
Alexandra
Brown—autho
r of the
popular
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Cupcakes at
Carrington’s
series—tells
the hilarious,
heartwarming
story of a
jilted bride
who
anticipates a
lonely
Christmas but
instead ﬁnds
herself in the
tiny village of
Tindledale,
where the
residents
share her
obsession with
knitting. When
life unravels,
it’s time to
knit… Sybil
has always
taken comfort
in her passion
for knitting,
creating
beautiful knits
stitch by
stitch. But her
world

suddenly
unravels when
her ﬁancé
ditches her for
her identical
twin sister at
her Star Warsthemed
wedding,
leaving her
sporting a
Princess Leia
do. Then
things go from
bad to worse
when an
incident at
work
jeopardizes
her job.
Hoping to
escape her
woes and
forget that
she’ll be alone
for Christmas
this year, she
visits her
friend in
Tindledale—a
winter
wonderland of

5
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quaint shops
and snowy
rooftops.
When she
arrives in the
idyllic town,
she can’t help
feeling like
she’s in a
Hallmark
greeting card.
She’s
embraced by
welcoming—if
eccentric—loc
als wearing
handmade
knits that
remind Sybil
of her own
creations as
well as her
unrealized
ambitions of
selling them.
So when the
vintage
boutique asks
her to make
an assortment
of knits for
their display

6

window, she’s
thrilled. The
hot town
doctor has
even taken an
interest in
Sybil, hoping
to heal her
broken heart.
But just when
Sybil thinks
she’s going to
have her
fairytale
Christmas
after all, an
unexpected
turn of events
threatens to
unspool her
happily ever
after.
Outrage on
Gallows Hill
Bethany
House
“You will not
sleep until you
are ﬁnished
with AGENT
ZERO. A
superb job
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creating a set
of characters
who are fully
developed and
very much
enjoyable. The
description of
the action
scenes
transport us
into a reality
that is almost
like sitting in a
movie theater
with surround
sound and 3D
(it would
make an
incredible
Hollywood
movie). I can
hardly wait for
the sequel.” -Roberto
Mattos, Books
and Movie
Reviews
CHASING
ZERO is book
#9 in the #1
bestselling
AGENT ZERO

series, which
begins with
AGENT ZERO
(Book #1), a
free download
with nearly
300 ﬁve-star
reviews. The
Palestinians
decide they
want to make
peace with
Israel—and
they want the
U.S. President
to broker the
historic treaty
on their
territory.
Agent Zero
advises the
President
against the
dangerous
trip, but he
insists on
going. After a
series of
dramatic and
shocking
twists, the
most
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dangerous 48
hours of
Zero’s life
ensue, forcing
him into an
impossible
mission: save
the President
at all costs.
CHASING
ZERO (Book
#9) is an unputdownable
espionage
thriller that
will keep you
turning pages
late into the
night. Books
#10-#11 are
also available!
“Thriller
writing at its
best.” -Midwest Book
Review (re
Any Means
Necessary)
“One of the
best thrillers I
have read this
year.” --Books

and Movie
Reviews (re
Any Means
Necessary)
Also available
is Jack Mars’
#1 bestselling
LUKE STONE
THRILLER
series (7
books), which
begins with
Any Means
Necessary
(Book #1), a
free download
with over 800
ﬁve star
reviews!
Shades of
Lovers
Pinnacle
Books
An essential
guide to
cooking all
things poultry
from the
master of
American
cuisine James
Beard’s

7
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culinary
relationship
with fowl has
a most
fascinating
history. On
Christmas
Eve, 1942,
Beard, along
with eleven
other air force
recruits, was
chosen to
carve four
thousand
pounds of
turkey
overnight—an
experience
that put him
oﬀ turkey for
years. When
he ﬁnally
returned to
the nation’s
favorite bird, it
was with
remarkable
vigor and
creativity.
Beard on Birds
reﬂects this

8

passion with
expertly
crafted dishes
that will
appeal to a
modern
twenty-ﬁrstcentury
palate. The
deﬁnitive
classic equips
home cooks
with the skills
and
techniques
they need to
artfully
prepare
chicken,
turkey, duck,
goose, and
more. With
more than two
hundred
recipes
ranging from
squab to
stuﬃng and
from quiche to
quail, Beard
on Birds will
banish boring

8

and bland
poultry dishes
forever.
Whether
you’re cooking
an intimate
dinner or a
Thanksgiving
feast, Beard’s
good humor
and simpleyet-elegant
recipes are
sure to stand
the test of
time.
A Measure of
Mercy (Home
to Blessing
Book #1)
Harlequin
A Discovery of
Witches meets
Twilight in this
mesmerizing
paranormal
romance...
Naomi
Feldman has
never
understood
the strange

energy that
hums beneath
her senses.
But when she
comes across
an ancient
artifact that
seems to
beckon to her,
she may
ﬁnally ﬁnd the
answers she's
been seeking.
Alaric, a
centuries-old
vampire, lives
a solitary life
by choice.
When he's
assigned to
protect
Naomi, long
dormant
emotions stir
to life.
Pursued by a
dangerous
enemy and
battling their
growing
attraction,
Naomi and
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Alaric follow
the mystery of
the artifact
from the
museums of
Athens, the
streets of
London,
toward a
confrontation
that will
decide the
fate of two
worlds... Fans
of Charlaine
Harris,
Deborah
Harkness, and
Karen Marie
Moning will
love the
Descendants
series, where
urban fantasy
and
paranormal
romance
collide. For a
limited time,
grab your
copy of this
series bundle

deal at a
discount
compared to
purchasing
the individual
books.
Anne Perry
and the
Murder of the
Century Simon
and Schuster
YOU KNOW
NOTHING
ABOUT HER.
BUT SHE
KNOWS
EVERYTHING
ABOUT YOU. A
gripping
psychological
thriller about a
ghostwriter
tasked with
writing the
autobiography
of a woman
who is trying
to bury the
secrets of her
past - from
the author of
WHERE THE

9
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MISSING GO.
Olivia is the
domestic
goddessturnedinternet
sensation who
has won
millions of
followers by
sharing her
pictureperfect life
online. And
now she's
releasing her
tell-all
autobiography
. Nicky is the
ghostwriter
tasked with
coaxing out
the full story including
details of the
tragic
accident that
blighted
Olivia's golden
childhood.
But, as she
delves into

10

Olivia's life,
Nicky
discovers
cracks
appearing in
the glamorous
façade. From
money worries
to Olivia's
strained
relationship
with her
handsome
husband, the
truth belies
her perfect
image. As
Olivia
becomes
increasingly
hostile to the
woman she's
let into her
life, Nicky
becomes ever
more
relentless in
her hunt for
the truth. Has
Olivia really
escaped the
ghosts of her
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past - or will
Nicky ﬁnd
there are
more sinister
reasons she
wants to leave
an old tragedy
well alone?
Then He
Happened
Penguin
In New York
Times
bestseller
Allison
Brennan’s
Cold as Ice,
FBI Agent
Lucy Kincaid
must get into
the head of a
psychopath to
save her
family, and
herself Two
years ago, FBI
Agent Lucy
Kincaid put
psychopath
Elise Hansen
Hunt in
juvenile

detention for
her role in an
organized
crime
syndicate.
Now eighteen,
Elise has been
released with
a clean slate,
and plans to
take her
revenge by
making Lucy’s
life hell. The
plot begins
with Lucy’s
husband Sean
Rogan, who
has been
arrested for a
murder he
most certainly
did not
commit. Lucy
is determined
to prove
Sean’s
innocence, but
is warned oﬀ
the case by
her boss. As
she calls in
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reinforcement
s, she learns
that Sean’s
brother Kane
is missing in
Mexico, her
partner Nate
Dunning has
been arrested
for possession
of cocaine,
and her friend
Brad Donnelly
has been
kidnapped
outside DEA
headquarters.
Lucy realizes
that Elise
doesn’t have
the resources
or patience to
execute such
a devious
plan. Did
Elise’s father
orchestrate
everything
from prison?
Or is there
someone even
more

calculating
seeking
revenge on
Lucy by
hurting the
people she
loves? One
thing is
certain: if Lucy
doesn’t ﬁnd
the answers
fast, Sean will
die.
One Hot
Holiday
Central
Avenue
Publishing
Learning that
Hazel Marie is
pregnant with
twins and that
the father,
private
investigator J.
D. Pickens,
has left town,
Miss Julia
summons the
wayward man
to solve a
local theft in
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the hopes of
reuniting the
couple. By the
author of Miss
Julia Paints the
Town.
To My
Arrogant
Boss Tule
Publishing
Jason is a
cynical rich
playboy. He
doesn’t take
life seriously,
He doesn’t
believe in
settling down.
Eileen's
thirtieth
birthday is
almost here.
But as always
she's her
parent’s
afterthought.
Her family is
too busy
planning a
shotgun
wedding for
her older
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sister—and
she has to
help. It’s just
another year
where she’s
overlooked.
But the best
man is
smoking hot
and actually
notices her
and makes
her feel
special. Jason
doesn’t
believe in
commitment,
but Eileen
intrigues him.
She’s not the
kind of girl he
usually hooks
up with. She
doesn’t even
fall for his
charm. He’s
made it his
task to
convince her
that he’s not
the shallow
man she

12

thinks he is.
But can Jason
give up his
playboy
lifestyle to
become what
Eileen needs?
Chasing Zero
(An Agent
Zero Spy
Thriller—Book
#9) J.S.
Cooper
The epic
conclusion of
Sasha Urban's
story! I found
my family, I
found my
heart, I found
myself. But
it’s not over.
No matter
how many
allies I have,
there's no
escaping
destiny. The
end of the
world is
coming, and
I'm the only

one who can
stop it.
Beauty in the
Broken – Die
Schönheit im
Zerbrochenen
New Word City
She’s running
for her life.
He’s the safe
haven she
never
expected to
ﬁnd. The
holiday
season is
about to get
HOT. Hiding
out for the
holiday
season in the
heart of the
South? Not
something
that Haley
Quick ever
expected to
have on her
to-do list but
then…she
never
expected her
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ex to want her
dead, either.
Turns out, life
is full of
surprises.
Time to deal.
Haley has
ditched New
York for a
crazy little dot
on the map
known as
Point Hope,
Alabama. It’s
a town gone
extra crazy for
the holidays,
and Haley is
sticking out
like a sore
thumb with
her very much
Grinch-self.
But enter sexy
sheriﬀ
Spencer
Lane…Tall,
muscled, and
made with an
extra dose of
sex appeal, he
is exactly the

kind of man
that Haley
should be
avoiding. He’s
charming, he
looks way too
good in a
Santa hat,
and, oh, yes,
he’s her new
landlord. The
hits just keep
coming. She
can’t aﬀord to
let Spencer
learn all of her
secrets, a
tough job
since she is
living with the
man. No sex,
though. It’s
purely a
business
relationship.
Except…the
holidays in the
South sure do
get HOT. Or
maybe that’s
just sexy
Spencer.
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Usually, Haley
falls for the
bad guy. It’s
the whole
reason she’s
running for
her life. She
can’t help but
wonder…What
would it be
like to fall for
a man like
Spencer? He
just got his
Christmas
wish. Sheriﬀ
Spencer Lane
can’t believe
his luck. The
most
beautiful,
fascinating
woman he’s
ever seen has
just dropped
into his life
like a gift
from, well, the
big guy in red.
Only the
problem is
that Haley

14

seems to think
Spencer is
some by-thebook, nice
guy. Probably
because of the
badge. And if
she wants him
to be the hero,
that’s a role
that he’s
happy to play
for her. But
the truth is,
Spencer has
plenty of
darkness
inside, too. An
ex Navy SEAL,
he knows how
to get sh—um,
stuﬀ done. He
also knows
how to be
very, very
naughty.
When danger
threatens his
Haley, all bets
are oﬀ. No one
is going to
hurt her. No

14

one is going to
threaten her.
Not in his
town. Not on
his watch. The
nice guy will
show Haley
just how bad
he can be.
Fake snow, a
parade of wild
elves, and a
stalker ex
don’t make for
the merriest
of times, but
in Point Hope,
anything can
happen—and
it usually
does. Ready
for a steamy
story that will
get you in the
ho-ho-ho
spirit? Settle
back, curl up
with Spencer,
and have
yourself a jolly
old time.
Arduino

Networking
HarperCollins
Come home to
59 Memory
Lane with a
new novel
from the top
Kindle and
USA Today
bestselling
author Celia
Anderson!
Scandinavia: A
History
Claudia
Burgoa
How to Lose a
Guy in Ten
Days meets
Accidentally
on Purpose by
Jill Shalvis in
this headover-heels
romantic
comedy.
A Bramble
House
Christmas
Hera books
Ltd
The Bad Boy
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Series
Collection I've
been in love
with Hunter
Saint my
entire life. He
was my ﬁrst
love and the
one I could
never forget.
Then Fate
intervened
and we
became
enemies. Now,
I must go to
Hunter on my
hands and
knees to beg
him to save
my brother's
life. I'll pay
any price to
save him. I'll
do anything
Hunter wants.
Anything…
The Bad Boy
Series by S. E.
Lund's is a
sexy new
novella series,

featuring a
bad boy with a
heart of gold
and a heroine
who can't get
him out of her
life or her
heart. When
Fate forces
them back
together
again, can
they deny
what has long
simmered
between
them?
The
Highlander's
Surrender
Skyhorse
Publishing Inc.
ÜBER 700
SEITEN
„ABSOLUT
FESSELNDE“
UND
„UNGLAUBLIC
H
BERÜHRENDE
“ DARK
ROMANCE –
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ABGESCHLOS
SENER ROMAN
»Eine epische
Dark Romance
mit
herzzerreißen
der Tiefe und
knisternder
Sinnlichkeit!«
– Anna Zaires,
Bestsellerauto
rin der New
York Times
Vor sechs
Jahren hat
Harold Dalton
mich mit
einem
ﬁngierten
Diebstahl
reingelegt und
mich ins
Gefängnis
gebracht, um
meinen
Diamantenfun
d zu stehlen.
Im Austausch
für die
Grabungsrech
te gab er
seine Tochter
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Jack Clarke.
Heute bin ich
ein freier
Mann, und will
meine Rache.
Sechs Jahre
voller
Grausamkeite
n machen aus
Menschen
Bestien. Ich
werde mir das
zurückholen,
was er mir
gestohlen hat,
und noch
mehr. Ich bin
nicht an
seinen
Immobilien
oder Aktien
interessiert.
Ich will sein
Kleingeld
nicht. Ich will
seinen
größten
Schatz, die
schöne,
mental
instabile
Angelina
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Dalton-Clarke.
Mit ihren
Milliarden ist
sie die
reichste Witwe
des Landes,
und auch die
verrückteste.
Ihre
selbstverletze
nden
Tendenzen
hatten Jack
dazu
veranlasst, sie
für
unzurechnung
sfähig
erklären zu
lassen, bevor
er sich eine
Waﬀe an den
Kopf hielt und
sich das
Gehirn
rausblies. Lina
darf keinen
Cent ihres
Reichtums
anfassen. Ihr
Vater
verwaltet ihre

Finanzen und
hat alle
Unterschriftsv
ollmachten.
Als ihr Mann
werden mir
diese
Aufgaben
zufallen, aber
wenn sie
denkt, dass
ich sie nur
wegen ihres
Geldes will,
irrt sie sich
gewaltig.
Beard on Birds
Cinnamon
Crane
This book is
intended for
those who
want to build
their own
networkconnected
projects using
the Arduino
platform. You
will be able to
build exciting
projects that
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connect to
your local
network and
the Web. You
will need to
have some
basic
experience in
electronics
and web
programming
languages.
You will also
need to know
the basics of
the Arduino
platform as
the projects
mainly deal
with the
networking
aspects of the
Arduino
Ethernet
shield.
Castle on
the Rise
Sourcebooks,
Inc.
The war is
over and
blackouts are

a thing of the
past, except in
the village of
Melchester,
where the
local council
has refused to
sully its
streets with
unsightly
lamps. The
night is pitch
black, but
hardly quiet.
Young lovers
are
rendezvousing
, a police
constable is
helping
himself to a
few of his
neighbor's
partridges,
and a poet is
going to visit
his beloved, a
new verse on
his lips. She
will never hear
it, sadly, for
the young

17
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man is
stopped along
his way –
stopped
forever, by the
tight grip of
the garrote.
The local
constabulary
wastes no
time reaching
out to
Scotland Yard,
which sends
its best man:
the easygoing
detectiveinspector
Littlejohn. In
Melchester he
will ﬁnd
unspeakable
secrets – and
one citizen
whose soul is
as dark as the
village night.
You Can Trust
Me Thomas
Nelson
A USA TODAY
BESTSELLER

18

'I'm insisting
you date her.
Five dates
together, then
I'll have this
surgery.'
Billionaire CEO
Connor
Stewart is
being
blackmailed.
By his own
grandmother,
no less, who is
refusing to
have lifesaving surgery
unless Connor
dates Mia
Simms, his
dull and
dowdy
marketing
employee. For
Violet's sake,
Connor agrees
to the crazy
scheme.
There's no risk
of breaking his
'short-term
only' rule with

18

Mia Simms;
she's not the
kind of woman
Connor is
interested in
... and he's
sure she's
hiding
something. He
just doesn't
expect it to be
delicious
curves and a
ﬁrecracker
personality.
Mia Simms is
hiding
something,
and it's much
more
dangerous
than her
looks. All she
wants to do is
live life in the
safety of the
shadows and
avoid
discovery. But
perhaps a
short-term
ﬂing is exactly

what she
needs to
remind her to
live. But what
if Violet is
right to push
them
together? Can
Mia trust
Connor
enough to let
him see the
real person
behind the
facade she's
built? Or is
Violet's little
scheme about
to put both
their lives in
danger?
Five Dates
with the
Billionaire
Blackstone
Publishing
‘will have you
gripped from
start to ﬁnish,
so much so
that you really
don’t want to
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stop reading!’
(5 stars)
Reader review
'I was hooked
straight in
from the ﬁrst
chapter and it
really didn't
let up. Fast
paced and
thrilling.’ (5
stars) Reader
review You
know
everything
about your
husband.
Don’t you? He
loves you. He
loves your
children. He’d
never put his
family in
danger. One
of these is a
lie. It started
like any other
day at the
hairdressers
where Sally
works as a
stylist... until

her ﬁrst client
innocently
shows her a
family
photograph; a
photograph
that causes
Sally to
collapse in
shock. In one
moment, Sally
discovers that
Tom has been
hiding an
explosive
secret – one
that could tear
apart the life
they’ve built
together.
Faced with an
impossible
dilemma search for the
truth, or keep
her contented
life? – Sally is
about to
discover that
even those
closest to us
have secrets...

19
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and that
sometimes
the truth is
the last thing
we want to
hear. A
completely
gripping,
suspenseful
psychological
thriller that
fans of T.M.
Logan, My
Lovely Wife
and K.L. Slater
won't be able
to put down.
Readers can’t
get enough of
The Secrets
He Kept: ‘I
read this in
one sitting,
loved it!!
Quickly paced,
great story!!
Kept me
guessing to
the very
end!!’ (5
stars) Reader
review ‘I

20

loved, loved
this book. It
was engaging
from the ﬁrst
page and kept
me up half the
night.’ Reader
review ‘Every
few chapters
provide a new
twist in this
story, all
ending with a
very satisfying
conclusion...I
could not
recommend
this book
more!’ (5
stars) ‘Wow,
this was one
gripping
read!...A roller
coaster of a
read that
thrills and
excites.’ (5
stars) Reader
review ‘a fast
paced and
twisty ride
that kept me

20

gripped from
start to
ﬁnish...kept
me addicted
till the very
last page.’
Reader review
‘A fast paced,
twisty
domestic
thriller...an
engrossing
read with a
likable
character and
a host of
thrilling twists
and turns,
enjoy!’ Reader
review ‘I was
intrigued by
this book from
the start... A
highly
recommended
and enjoyable
read’ Reader
review ‘a very
compelling
thriller...I
would
deﬁnitely

recommend
this book to
those who
enjoy
psychological
thrillers.’
Reader review
‘The moment
the ﬁrst jawdropping
bombshell
landed in the
ﬁrst chapter, I
was hooked...
Clever cliﬀhangers...and
a twist you
couldn't guess
even if you
tried. A
gripping, hardhitting read’
(5 stars)
Reader review
‘a splendid
thriller that
will leave you
guessing until
the end...I
would
recommend
this book to
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anyone who
loves
psychological
thrillers.’ (5
stars) Reader
review ‘What
a brilliant fast
paced book. I
was guessing
all the way
through.’ (5
stars) Reader
review
‘Fantastic
read! Great
plot that grabs
you from the
very
beginning. A
masterful
story that
keeps you
endlessly
intrigued...HIG
HLY
RECOMMEND!’
(5 stars)

Reader review
‘A brilliant
roller coaster
of a read...full
of twists and
turns and I
was gripped
from the very
ﬁrst page’
Reader review
‘The
characters
were well
drawn and the
story ﬂowed
seamlessly.
Highly
recommended
.’ (5 stars)
Reader review
‘kept me fully
engaged from
beginning to
end...a
riveting and
twisty tale
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that will have
you racing to
get to the
bottom of it
all.’ Reader
review ‘The
story is full of
twists and
turns and kept
me hooked
throughout...w
ill have you
ﬂying through
the chapters
to see how it
will all
unravel.’
Reader review
‘loved all the
twists and
turns; kept me
guessing! I
really enjoyed
this, read it in
one sitting!’ (5
stars) Reader
review

